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Outdoor recreation in Sweden
Experience-oriented encounters with nature have been de-
veloped in Sweden, as in other western industrial countries, 
since the end of the 19th century (Sandell & Sörlin, 2008). 
This has been done by using concepts like outdoor recrea-
tion, outdoor life (Scandinavian: friluftsliv, litt: free-air-
life), outdoor education and nature tourism. The earlier 
establishment of these perspectives in Sweden, through 
outdoor-related organisations, was clearly connected to 
international inspiration and society’s prosperous elite in 
the fields of science, the church and the military. Children’s 
and young people’s education and upbringing have always 
been important aspects, and both school and recreational 
interests in nature have been regarded as a national identity- 
and mobilisation tool. During the early 1900s, outdoor life 
activities and organisations were dominated by the upper 
class – and particularly by men, although a democratisa-
tion took place in Sweden in the 1930s in an attempt to 
encompass a wider public. Cycling holidays, youth hostels 
and camping became typical features of this outdoor ex-
pansion. After the Second World War, and parallel with the 
development of a post-war material welfare society, out-
door recreation also became increasingly ”materialised” in 
the shape of holiday cottages, caravans, pleasure boats and 
advanced outdoor equipment. Today, at the beginning of 
the 21st century, the authorities are once again focusing on 
outdoor recreation and nature based tourism on the basis 
of public health, environmental engagement and regional 
development. From a population survey (Fredman et al, 
2008), we also note that:
•	 about 40% of the population estimate that they 

”rather often” or ”very often” spend time in nature 
during weekends and holidays; 

•	 about half of the population estimate that as a child 
they spent time in nature ”very often” during the 
holidays;

•	 the most important activities (over 80% participa-
tion) are ”walking for pleasure”, ”forest walks/hikes”, 
”gardening”, ”sunbathing” and ”picnics”;

•	 also, deep aspects such as ”spending time outdoors 
usually makes me feel or sense that I and all other 
humans belong together with and are part of nature” 
are agreed on fully or in part by almost 80% of the 
population.

examples of current changes and  
challenges 

Sportification and indoorisation
Two examples of current changes and challenges with re-
gard to outdoor recreation in Sweden are the interconnec-
ted tendencies of sportification and indoorisation (Sandell, 
Arnegård & Backman, 2011). While these aspects have so 
far not affected the broad public pattern of out-of-doors 

in Sweden to any great extent, they are likely to influence 
the future situation in various ways. Modern industrial so-
ciety is characterised by functional specialisations. Instead 
of being part of the hunt, fight, play and search for resour-
ces, sporting activities like running, jumping, throwing the 
javelin or danceing are turned into specific activities with 
specialised rules, time-limits, equipment, assessments and 
specially designed (often indoor) settings. Parallel to this 
successive specialisation of sport kinetic, cultures requiring 
uncontrolled spatial environments are also evident. Using 
concepts like outdoor recreation and nature tourism, re-
creational activities were established that were often more 
inspired by Romanticism’s anti-civilisation ideals of other 
values and nature experiences than by industrial society’s 
functional specialisation and cultivation of nature (Sandell 
& Öhman, 2010). Although these two traditions – compe-
tition-oriented physical exercise in controlled environme-
nts vs. nature encounters and experiences in uncontrolled 
environments –developed in parallel, they have often been 
in conflict with each other. Here, in these borderlands, the 
role of the nature experience, the ambition to control and 
opinions about competition and risk have all been recur-
ring dividing lines. Strong signs seem to indicate that these 
borderlands are now being dramatically “renegotiated”.

The future of the right of public access
The right of public access is of fundamental importance 
for the public’s visits to and presence in the countryside in 
the form of outdoor recreation and nature-based tourism 
in Sweden (Sandell & Fredman, 2010). In principle, it can 
be seen as the ”free space” (Fig. 1) between economic in-
terests, privacy and nature preservation/conservation. But 
the landscape itself must also ”tell” the user about the pos-
sibilities and limitations of things like land use and time of 
year (e.g. how vulnerable the land is), weather (e.g. for ligh-
ting fires), visibility (e.g. how close one can be to a house). 
As with all stories, though, one has to learn to read, listen 
and interpret; something that is challenged in today’s highly 
mobile and urbanised society with its intensified motori-
sation, privatisation and commersialisation. However, the 
landscape perspective of the right of public access, characteri-
sed by democracy, consideration, adaptation, multipurpose 
use and an integration of nature/culture, is important both 
as an educational tool and an illustration of sustainable de-
velopment in the future.

The need for stable, long-term knowledge structures
It is of utmost importance that stable, long-term institu-
tional structures for research and monitoring and arenas 
for dialogue and knowledge transfer are established with 
regard to outdoor recreation and nature-based tourism in 
Sweden. Outdoor recreation in general has a limited re-
search tradition in Sweden, although there are many signs 
of outdoor recreation habits in transition. There is also a 
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tension between this internationally influenced situation 
and an interest in discussing what the characteristics of a 
Nordic outdoor recreation tradition, including the right 
of public access, could be. Sweden is also an increasingly 
multicultural society, where terms, activities, norms and 
landscape preferences vary greatly. This is why the need for 
stable knowledge structures beyond the time span of our 
research programme has been an important objective of 
Outdoor Recreation in Change (Sandell, Fredman & Sten-

seke, 2011). In addition to ordinary scientific efforts, arenas 
like annual national conferences, public reports, newsletters 
and an informative website have been established. Main-
taining these knowledge structures and other requirements 
for recurrent research and monitoring now has to be prio-
ritised. Mainly due to financial hesitations, the outcome is 
uncertain, although there is still time for the relevant aut-
horities to take action.

Figure 1. The right of public access as a “free space” between the limitations of privacy, economic interests, preservation and the use 
and change of the landscape (e.g. Sandell & Fredman, 2010; drawing by Matz glantz).


